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Abstract

Pure agraphia is reported following haematoma in the left centrum semiovale sparing both parietal and frontal cortices. There was total inability to produce graphemes in the absence of limb apraxia. The lesion is assumed to have prevented linguistic and graphemic systems from gaining access to the frontal motor programme.

Pure agraphia is a written language disorder which occurs without oral language, reading ability or praxis being affected. There has always been controversy about the localisation of the lesion responsible. Initial evidence favoured the foot of the second left frontal gyrus1-8 but several recent papers have demonstrated that pure agraphia can also occur following left parietal lesions.9-18

This report has two purposes. Firstly, it presents a new case of a rare disorder. Secondly, the anatomical localisation of the lesion is uncommon: it is a deep lesion which has not affected the frontal and parietal cortices. Thus a disconnection hypothesis is proposed: disruption between 1) the linguistic and praxic parietal centres and between 2) the motor and premotor frontal centres.

Case report

A 41 year old right handed doctor had been receiving anticoagulant therapy since 1981 for an aortic Bjork prosthesis. He had always written and performed skilled activities with his right hand. On February 18, 1988, he developed micrographia. A few hours later he was unable to either write or sign a letter, although he could dictate the contents to his secretary. His spontaneous speech, oral comprehension and reading aloud were normal. Both hands functioned normally with no motor deficit or clumsiness and that evening he was able to carry out repairs to the head-lights on his car. On 19 February, a frontal headache slowly developed and he was admitted to hospital. He exhibited a mild right central facial weakness and a slight weakness in the right arm. He had no sensory deficit. He was fully alert and oriented. Object naming was moderately impaired but there was no paraphasia. Oral and written comprehension, repetition and reading aloud were otherwise normal. He was unable to draw or write letters or words including spontaneous writing, dictation or copying. He could grasp the pen correc-

Discussion

The interesting feature of this case is that predominantly the patient's writing had been impaired while his oral language and reading remained virtually unaffected. Pure agraphia is rare and clinical features and anatomical lesions are heterogeneous. There are two major subtypes: aphasic and apraxic.5,19,20 In aphasic agraphia, letters are well-formed but spelling is inaccurate although it improves when copying; usually there is no difference between oral and written spelling. In apraxic agraphia, letters are poorly formed and do not improve with copying; oral spelling is normal. Pure agraphia is either isolated or is associated with symptoms which cannot explain the writing impairment. In our case the motor deficit and the mild anomic aphasia were not responsible for the agraphia. The patient's inability to produce letters in the air was related to a profound
writing disturbance rather than to an impaired capacity to execute precise movements with the right hand.

In acute confusional states pure agraphia has been described with aphasic, apractic and spatial features. However, in this case the patient did not exhibit an acute confusional state and it seems unlikely that an intraventricular haemorrhage could have been responsible for a nearly isolated writing loss.

The patient exhibited profound impairment of spontaneous, copied or dictated grapheme production. Visual and phonological word representations remained intact because reading, repetition, recognition of words spelled aloud and oral language were normal. There was no limb apraxia: the patient was able to perform gestures normally with both hands on command and there was no apraxia for object use. This absence of limb apraxia indicated that the patient’s motor programming and visuokinesthetic engrams were intact. Engrams used for skilled motor movements are distinct from engrams used for guiding motor programming in grapheme production: they operate independently and in parallel. A putative graphemic area is assumed to distinguish the features of the graphemes and to code selection, timing and spatial organisation of skilled motor movements used in writing. These engrams, located in the dominant parietal lobe, activate the motor programme in the frontal lobe which controls graphic output. The inability to write graphemes or to produce them in the air therefore suggests destruction of the graphemic area or a disconnection between this graphemic area and the frontal motor programme. These pure apractic agraphias are now well documented.

Roeltgen and Heilman postulated activation of the graphemic area by two parallel spelling systems: a phonological system and a lexical system. As for the graphemic area, the localisation of linguistic processes is believed to be in the dominant parietal lobe. In our case the linguistic disturbances were slight and transient (anomia, difficulties in oral spelling). Unfortunately nonmotor writing (typing, anagram letters) was not tested in our patient, so it is not possible to say if the agraphia included a linguistic impairment.

Pure agraphia is associated with left hemispheric lesions: foot of F2, parietal lobe, temporal lobe or basal ganglia. Graphia occurring without limb apraxia has been observed following parietal lesion. In our case the haematoma was situated in the left medial semioval centre but it could have involved the body of the caudate nucleus. In the semioval centre the lesion could have led to the disruption of corona radiata fibres, of commissural fibres before or after their emergence from corpus callosum, and of intrahemispheric association fibres between the parietal and the frontal cortices (superior longitudinal fasciculus). Our observation shows a dissociation of agraphia from limb apraxia: this suggests interruption during the transfer of writing, but not praxic, information between the intact parietal and frontal cortices. The deep subcortical lesion prevents linguistic and graphemic systems from gaining access to the frontal motor systems involved in writing.

Left unilateral agraphia frequently occurs after callosal lesions: the nondominant hemisphere is disconnected from the linguistic and motor programmes necessary for writing with the left hand. Pure agraphia that results from intrahemispheric disconnection is more unusual. But such a mechanism can be discussed in some observations with deep or medial lesions in the parietal lobe sparing cortical areas. It seems that praxis and maybe the linguistic processes used in writing can be impaired after nonparietal damage. For example, phonological agraphia has been observed not only following supramarginalis gyrus lesions but also following deep insula lesions, and lexical agraphia has been observed following focal lesion of the precentral gyrus. In our case, reading and repetition were intact and there was no limb apraxia but, in contrast, writing was defective: this means that there is a very selective disruption in the pathways linking the tempo-parietal
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and frontal cortices, involving only fibres used for writing.